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PRE-GREECE 
 

Sergeant Norman Say, 113 Squadron RAF 
 
 

Chapter 2 
Egypt, March 1940 

 
“I think it was after about two days we sailed into Malta where we were held while they made up a convoy. 
We were not allowed ashore and then we had about four days sailing to Alexandria. We disembarked 
there and were lined up on the quay while they called out our names and the places we were going to. Sid 
Hind and myself were going to 113 Squadron in Heliopolis, a suburb of Cairo, as were a number of the 
airmen who had worked with us in the orderly room, so we were quite pleased about that. Some of the 
others were going to Shiba and Habannia and a few to Khartoum which was reckoned to be the worst 
place in the Middle East, so I think we were lucky. 

We settled down in Heliopolis. The war hadn’t yet arrived out there so it was under peacetime 
organisation. We got up at six in the morning, went off up to the hangar where we did some work and at 
eight o’clock we went down to have breakfast Then back up to the hangar for the colour hoisting, a bit 
more work, a break for tea and at half past eleven we packed up for the day, back to the mess hall for 
lunch and we were allowed out to Cairo until one o’clock the next morning. This was every day of the 
week except Sundays when they had a church parade. 

The day following my arrival at Heliopolis I decided to go into Cairo. I was told to take the tram to the 
depot in Cairo and that the centre of the town was over to the left. I got off the tram and started walking 
through the streets on the left, there were no other troops around and I was getting some very funny looks 
from the Egyptians. Suddenly two MPs appeared beside me and wanted to know where I was going. I 
said the centre of the town.‘Don’t you know that this is an out-of-bounds area?’ I said that I had only 
arrived in Egypt the previous day and that no one had warned me about out-of-bounds areas. They 
said,’OK, but in future look at the map in the guardhouse before you come out’. 

I think the reason they were lenient was that it was a practise of the old hands to let newcomers learn by 
their errors. The out-of-bounds area was just adjacent to Shari Wad El Birka which was the street of the 
official troops brothels. Young Sid Hind was a randy person and he soon found his way down there. He 
couldn’t understand why I was not interested and eventually persuaded me to go down there with him. I 
took one look at the place and was appalled at the sordid and dirty conditions. I got out as soon as I could 
and never went back again. 

A number of the troops used to go into Cairo, hire some garries (horse and carts), and have chariot races 
around the town. I don’t think they were very popular with the Egyptians, but the Unit funds always paid 
for any damage that was done and then charged their personnel for it. 

The first time I went up to the drome, Doug Barrett, a regular airman, took me over the Blenheim aircraft 
and showed me the inspection that was to be carried out daily on it. We were in the cockpit and he said 
that they had been doing practise bombing the night before and it was necessary to check the bomb gear 
to see that no releases had been left cocked. This consisted of operating all the switches and if any lights 
came on then the firing button was pressed to release them. A couple of days later when I was doing the 
checks on my aircraft, two lights came on so I pressed the firing button and immediately there was a yell 
from outside. I jumped out of the aircraft and discovered two parachute flares hanging down either side of 
the fuselage. They had been left in two bomb bays next to the engines which I did not know existed. 
Luckily the safety pins had been put in them, otherwise the flares would have fired. 

After I had been there about a fortnight my name came up on DRO’s (daily routine orders) for guard duty, 
so I went down, drew a rifle from the stores and went on to the parade. The sergeant lined us up so I got 
in the back row and he start giving us rifle drill. ‘Shoulder arms!’ I watched what the others were doing and 
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tried to copy them. I got my rifle on my shoulder, then he said, ‘Present arms!’ Again I watched the others. 
‘That man in the back row, where the hell did you do your rifle drill?’ ‘Sorry sergeant I didn’t do any.’ ‘Oh 
good God !‘ he said, ‘Stay in the back row there and when the officer comes try and copy what the others 
are doing.’ Just then a dispatch rider came up and asked for three men to guard a bomb dump. He said, 
‘Right, you, you and you.’ That included me. As I was leaving he said, ‘Come and see me in the morning.’ 

When I saw him next morning he said, ‘What’s this about rifle drill?’ I said, ‘Well there were no rifles at the 
training camp and in any case the corporal said that as we were tradesmen we wouldn’t need rifles.’ He 
said, ‘He was wrong there. As from tomorrow you start rifle drill.’ So I did. I learnt everything including 
reversing arms, slow marching, firing salutes, the lot, and as a result I attended every funeral on our 
squadron from that time onwards. 

Doug had become very friendly with an 
Egyptian, Wally Solomon, who was a radio 
ham. Now I had done some amateur radio 
transmitting before the war, so Doug introduced 
me to him and we used to go down to the Film 
Studios, where he was a sound engineer, and 
sometimes he invited us home for a meal. We 
never saw his wife, she was always in the next 
room, his daughter served the meal. The 
studios were just the other side of the Nile from 
the pyramids, so I saw them from there. I never 
actually visited them. 

By this time the war was getting on, the 
evacuation from Dunkirk had happened, the 
French had surrendered and Italy decided that it 
was time to enter the war. We went up into the 
desert at Màaten Bàgush. When we got there 
the CO said we would be at war with Italy next day so we were going to get the first strike in,we should go 
down to the aircraft, get them fuelled and bombed up ready for a dawn take-off. 

Now in those days there were no refuelling bowsers, and the petrol came in four gallon flimsy cans. They 
had to be handed up to a fitter sitting on the wing who poured them into a big funnel, the rest of us were 
bashing holes in the tins and passing them up. There were nine aircraft to refuel and it took ages. Then 
we had to help the armourers to bomb up the aircraft with the result that it was dark before we finished. 
We hadn’t been able to erect our tents before we started, so we finished up rolling ourselves in our 
blankets and sleeping out in the open. When I woke up in the morning I found a snake, a centipede and a 
scorpion in the blanket with me. Most of the others had the same and none of us were bitten. We just 
shook them out. 

At dawn our aircraft took off. As an attack on us was expected we were told to disperse into the desert, 
and come back when the aircraft returned. There weren’t really any places to disperse into as it was all 
low thorn bushes, but there were a few rocks and we managed to shelter from the sun behind them. 
When the aircraft returned we went out, did our inspections, refuelled and rebombed them and again it 
was very late before we finished. Anyway it took us about a week or so before we got into a routine and 
we learnt to do things a bit more quickly. We stopped dispersing because there had been no retaliation 
against us. 

A squadron consisted of twelve planes, three in each of the three flights and three in the workshop flight 
and I was responsible for the maintenance of one of them in ‘A’ flight. One of my friends was a wireless 
operator, Hankinson, who was also a UT air gunner. In peacetime in the desert the aircraftsmen were 
encouraged to volunteer for aircrew and for this they received an extra shilling a day. They could not 
become pilots but were navigators and under training air gunners, who had to be able to use the morse 
code. Hank was one of these and his navigator, Ian, was a corporal armourer and when the war started 
out there they were in the thick of it. They went on one raid in my aircraft and we received word that they 
were in trouble. Well the plane came in and made a bumpy landing but got down OK. Our ambulance 
rushed out there and lifted out the pilot and took him to the sickbay. 

 

Pyramids 
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Apparently they had just crossed the Libyan border when the plane went into a dive and Ian called Hank 
on the intercom that the pilot had been shot. He managed to pull the pilot back in his seat and pulled the 
plane up but Hank had to crawl through from the back to help Ian move the pilot out of the seat so that Ian 
could take over. Now Ian had never flown a plane but he said he had always watched the pilot and knew 
roughly what to do. Well, he landed it successfully, but they couldn’t understand what had happened 
because there were no enemy aircraft near them. The plane was impounded, I was forbidden to go near 
it, and an investigation was started. It was found that a bullet from the rear turret gun had entered the front 
of the plane and just grazed the pilot’s head, knocking him out. Hank said that he always sat facing 
forward when flying because of airsickness but that he had not switched the gun switch on, nor pressed 
the firing switch. The gun electrics were given a thorough test but no fault was found. On the Blenheim the 
gun turret rotated through 360º and to prevent a gunner hitting his own plane while firing at and following 
an enemy plane there were micro-switches fitted to the turret which were operated by profiles around the 
turret seating. They jacked the plane up into its flying position and applied pressure to the front of the 
turret and found that when the plane was flying the air pressure on the turret inactivated the micro-
switches. It still did not explain why the guns fired but they thought that Hank must have had the switch on 
because it was usual to test the guns before crossing into enemy territory and an involuntary movement of 
his finger fired the gun. 

I was in the clear. If the circuit had been found to be faulty I would have been court-martialled. While the 
investigation was under way another plane came back with bullet holes in the wings where the same fault 
occurred, so all our planes had to be modified. One result of this incident was that Ian was sent down to 
Rhodesia to a pilots training course. About this time it was decided that all aircrews were to be sergeants 
and they were sent down to Cairo for training. Hank was very unhappy about this as he did not want to fly 
any longer but he was unable to get out of it. I didn’t see him again. 

We had a 30cwt lorry as a flight runabout and as we had no driver it was usual for anyone to drive it, so 
most of the time I was in the desert I managed to get to drive it. I also had to drive our floodlight out onto 
the drome whenever we were doing night flying so I got quite expert. The only place I did not enjoy driving 
was when we had to go away from the camp where there were only tracks through rocks and shrubs. The 
lorry bounced all over the place so your foot bounced on the pedals making it very hard to steer. 

In the early days in the desert there was a certain amount of decency between the opposing air forces. 
The Italians would drop letters from prisoners of war for their families and the identity tags of airmen who 
had been killed and we reciprocated. It was this way that we learnt of the death of the aircrew of the first 
plane we lost. It was a practise in the air force that if somebody died their personal effects would be sent 
to their family and all their other possessions were auctioned off among the squadron and the proceeds 
also sent to their family. 

The wireless operator/UT air gunner of our first fatality was Jas Toner and after we had auctioned his 
possessions the CO told us that he was an orphan who had been brought up in an orphanage, joined the 
air force as soon as he was old enough, and trained as a wireless operator. Before he went on the raid he 
had filled in the will in his pay book and had left all his possessions to the members of ‘A’ flight. I forgot all 
about this, but about three months after I was demobbed I received a letter from the Air Ministry enclosing 
a cheque for a few pounds, this being my share of his will. 

The bomb load of a Blenheim was, I think, about 500lbs - either two 250lb bombs or two containers with 
sixteen 25lb or twelve 50lb anti-personnel bombs. These bombs were held in the containers in groups of 
three or four by a single bar hinged at on end and held by an electrically operated lock at the other. Now, 
when the aircraft took off in the desert they blew back a lot of sand which got into the lock mechanism and 
caused it to jam up, preventing the bar from falling out. When a plane carrying them returned it would fly 
over so that we could see if it had any hang-ups. If so the pilot would be informed by radio and would taxi 
the plane on landing to a remote part of the airfield where it was the electricians job to go out and re-cock 
the bar mechanism. 

When I went out to do this I noticed that everyone else kept clear, because sometimes immediately you 
touched the bar it would drop out. The first time it happened to me I was standing clear and the bombs 
dropped out and fell flat on the sand. The height of the bomb bay was about four foot above the ground 
and a bomb had to fall at least ten foot through the air before it turned nose down so that the detonator 
would hit the ground, so it was perfectly safe to let them drop. If you had put out your arms to try to stop 
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them dropping they would have immediately turned nose down and probably exploded. I couldn’t convince 
any of the fitters or riggers that it was safe so they still kept well away. 

One night I was on flight duty with an armourer when our CO came in with a plane that had been shot up. 
He landed on the drome and the undercarriage collapsed, but the crew got out OK. We dashed out to it 
and as we arrived the armourer noted that there were some 25lb bombs around. We told the CO and he 
told me to remain with the aircraft while the armourer went back to collect a bomb trolley and fuse pins. 
Usually when a plane crashed a pile of airmen descended upon it to try to collect the radio or clock or 
other useful items. Several trucks arrived but I yelled to them that there were hang-ups and they all 
disappeared. 

The armourer returned and we started crawling under the plane to retrieve the bombs. He said to me don’t 
turn them upright, let them hang down and I will put the fuse pins in, I did this and we collected eight 
bombs. The next day the detonators were removed in the armoury and they found that the fuse wire that 
held the firing pin back had been almost completely cut through on two of them, if I had turned them 
upright the weight of the plunger would have been sufficient to detonate them. 

There was a really good beach on the Med at Màaten Bàgush and we regularly went down there for a 
swim. We had no costumes but as there were no females within about a hundred miles it didn’t bother us. 
About two miles off the shore were some rocks and we used to swim out to them. We learnt to carry our 
plimsolls slung around our necks because the rocks were very sharp and cut our feet the first time we got 
on them. 

A bit later these rocks were used for a training exercise. It was decided to practise skip bombing, the idea 
being that if a plane could manage to get down to sea level in the middle of a convoy it could not be fired 
upon, because ships in the convoy could be hit by this fire. Once a plane was there it could fly straight at a 
ship, release a delayed action fused bomb and pull over the top of the ship while the bomb went into its 
side. The idea was OK but after two of our planes piled into the rocks the experiment was terminated. 

We were always trying to think up ideas to make our life in the desert easier. One thing was that we had 
no means of cooling drinks in the hot weather. It was possible to reduce the temperature of water if you 
could get hold of some earthenware vessels which were porous, because water in them seeped through 
and was evaporated from the outside, causing the whole vessel to cool down, but we were more 
ambitious, trying to make a refrigerator. We had a basic idea of its construction but we were not able to 
get hold of any ammonia which was the only refrigerant we could think of. 

Another time we thought that it would be nice to have some fresh eggs, so we managed to get some 
Arabs to get us some chickens. These were horribly scrawny things not much bigger than Bantams, but 
we looked after them and fed them on scraps from the cookhouse. After about three months we had not 
got a single egg and our expert who was the son of a farmer said he did not think that they were going to 
lay, so we decided to turn them into soup. Once they had been killed it was discovered that there were 
eggs inside them and if we had only waited a bit longer we would have finally achieved our aim.” 

 
 

"Looking Across the Aerodrome" (admittedly Oct 1941, but it is Ma'aten Bagush airfield) 
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Archivist’s Note:  Chapter 3 is not central to the main account.  
 

Chapter 4 
Libyan Desert 

 
“We moved up and stopped at Sollum, the first place (you couldn’t call it a village) in Libya. It was on an 
escarpment overlooking the single coastal desert road which came up all the way from Alexandria. It was 
an ideal defensive position if only the Italians had been prepared to defend it. We were sleeping in 
concrete huts on concrete floors which were darned cold, the desert can get very cold at night even in the 
summer. 
 
One thing about the desert was the absolute brilliance of the 
stars, there being no lights around as there were no cities or 
towns anywhere near. It was amazing and I began to get 
interested in the star formations and was determined to find out 
more. When I next went down to Cairo I bought a planisphere by 
Francis Chichester so that I could work out what the stars were, 
their positions and all the rest of it, and that was the start of my 
lifelong interest in astronomy. 

We moved on up to El Adem which was the main Italian air 
force base in Libya not far from Benghazi and there we saw all 
the wrecked aircraft which were the result of our bombing raids 
and the army guns. 

I managed to collect quite a bit of salvage from these and built myself a radio, making most of the 
components out of scrap. In the desert we very seldom heard any regular news, so I used to go out to one 
of the planes in the evening, tune the radio to the BBC World Service and try to memorise as much of the 
news that I could. We spread it by word of mouth and if there was any very important news we went to the 
NAAFI and announced it there. We never really comprehended the force and extent of the air raids in 
England, partly because the BBC were not allowed to tell the whole story. Occasionally, an airman would 
be called to the CO office to be told that his family or some of them had been killed, and this raised 
anxiety among the others, so news of raids was eagerly sought. 

The news of the Spitfire and Hurricane pilots’ successes was a great fillip to morale. My visits to the 
planes, while not being forbidden were frowned upon, so I took the earliest opportunity to build my own 
radio. There were no transistors and although a crystal set did not require any power, they were not 
sensitive enough to receive normal shortwave radio transmissions, so I had to use valves, which I 
scrounged. I could always use part of an aircraft battery to heat the valve filaments but the 120 volt dry 
battery was always a problem. I discovered the desert sand was alkali so I tried to make a battery with 
empty tins coins and wet sand, each one gave me about 1.2 volts, but when I joined a lot of them together 
they gave me a high voltage but no capacity so were no use. 

One thing in the desert was the sandstorms, they could last for days and there was little you could do 
about them. The sand got everywhere; into your tents, clothes, food and you were breathing it all the time. 
The only thing to do was to get under your blankets and try to filter it out. Even finding your way around 
the camp was difficult, sometimes it was impossible to see a hand in front of your face and unless you 
were able to make your way from tent to tent you couldn’t get to the mess tent. One of our chaps missed 
his way and when the sandstorm stopped after about three days he found himself about a mile from the 
camp below the escarpment. 

At that time when the war out there started there were only two squadrons of fighters; Nos. 51 and 80 
which were Gloster Gladiators the old biplane. There was a squadron of Lysanders, the high wing spotter 
planes, two squadrons of Bristol Blenheims (ourselves 113, and our sister squadron, 211 who had been 
brought in from Shiba, and were based at Fouka). 

 

Signpost 
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In Cairo, No. 14 Squadron had 3 Bombay transport planes and 6 Vicker Valencias, a string and strut 
Triplane with a top speed of 65MPH. I actually saw one land backwards in a sandstorm! Number 211 
Squadron and ourselves were doing almost all of the bombing although the Bombays and Valencias went 
on raids carrying anti-personnel bombs and dropping them by hand out of the aircraft doors. Against that 
the Italians were reputed to have 2000 front line planes. 

After a while the Italians regrouped and attacked and we retreated back to Màaten Bàgush. During this 
time the Italians had been bombing but they never attacked during the daytime. They used to come over 
when the moon was at the first quarter directly it got dusk and two of them used to stooge around and 
occasionally drop a bomb. I don’t think they ever hit anything, although on one occasion they dropped a 
bomb about fifty yards from the railway line. There was a train in the station and it took off at a rate of 
knots back to Alex and we didn’t see it again, at least not with an Egyptian crew. The Army soon took over 
the running of the trains. 

When the Italian planes eventually left they were replaced by another pair and they kept this up until 
daybreak every night until the moon was in its third quarter. I don’t know if there was any target they were 
after or whether it was just to try to keep us awake and disrupt our organisation, but after a while we got 
quite used to it and didn’t really bother about them, we only took shelter when we thought it was 
necessary. The fly leaves of the tent made an ideal sounding board and we could hear the distinctive 
sound of the three-engined planes when they were about fifty miles away. The only time I was really 
worried was just before I was going on leave to Cairo and they came over the night before. I was down in 
the slit trench saying, ‘Not tonight, not tonight, I’m going on leave tomorrow.’ 

If our planes were not flying on the nights when we expected the Italian raids then they were dispersed to 
a satellite airfield. One night we were startled by a plane which flew over our tents with its landing lights, 
on trying to land. The duty officer dashed out of the flight tent and fired a red Verey light to warn it off. We 
were told to lay out a flight path for it , this consisted of taking paraffin lamps out in a truck and laying them 
down either side of the runway. Twice more the plane tried to land and was warned off. We were getting 
near the end of the runway and only had to put a red light on top of a hill just to the side of the start of the 
runway. The pilot obviously spotted the lit runway and came into land before he was given the green and 
hit the hill. His plane went up in flames and we could hear him screaming in the cockpit but there was 
nothing we could do to save him. Apparently he was a new pilot bringing in a replacement plane and he 
didn’t know about the satellite airfield where they were waiting for him.” 

 
 
113 Squadron Timeline from official Squadron History website 
 

IMPORTANT NOTE:    Flights or parts of flights might have been detached to other airfields for specific ops but the 

base, where the ground crew and Admin  were, often stayed put. This occurred sporadically in all theatres. In the 

case of Burma, Sgt John Reid in a letter said that raids  against Arakan targets were almost always via Dum Dum to 

top up with gas and sometimes for special briefings.  Raids against Central Burma targets, such as Mandalay were 

via Agartala for topping up. 

 

1940 BAFG was formed from existing squadrons in the Middle East, 30, 211, 84 and 80 squadrons stationed in 

Greece. Western Sector headquarters was at Yania under Commander W/Cdr Patric Bernard Coute.      

 

Heliopolis        March 1940                             Source:http://www.raf.mod.uk/history/blen7.html 

Squadron receives some Blenheim Mk IV's 

 

Ma`aten Bagush     June 00, 1940 

RECORDS LOST June to September 1940 Squadron records lost during campaign. 

 

Ma`aten Bagush     June 10, 1940          PWoodward, Bernard Shelton Diary 

*Also satellite airfield at Waterloo, LG-68 .*  HISTORIC DAY FOR THE SQUADRON First Libyan campaign 

starts and squadron is moved from Heliopolis to Ma'aten Bagush and immediately prepares for operations. Sgt 

Shelton diary records;  June 10, "Today we arrived at Ma'aten Bagush after a journey of two days in the desert. 

 Spent all the morning erecting tents and doing other jobs...... The machines arrived in the afternoon and after filling 

up, picketing out and covering up, we were told that Italy was at war with Britain and France".     

NOTE: Sgt Norman Lamb states in his letter to F/O Pat Woodward that he arrived in Ma'aten Bagush in April. 
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Ma`aten Bagush     June 11, 1940    Phillip Moyes, Bernard Shelton Diary, anonymous 

The first RAF aircraft to bomb the Italians ! At dawn 26 Blenheim Bombers of 45, 55, and 113 squadrons made 

an early morning bombing and straffing attack on the Italian airfield at El Adem, Libya. 55 squadron led. Sgt 

Shelton states: "Several aircraft on the ground were bombed and the ground crew machine-gunned". Three aircraft 

failed to return one of which was 113 squadron L4823 MkIV. Beauclair, Owen and Dobson survived but were 

captured, "All the other 113 sqdn aircraft returned safely except for holes caused by shrapnel". The attack was 

repeated later  that day and 18 enemy aircraft in total were destroyed on the ground. NOTE: Beauclair, Owen and 

Dobson have the dubious honours of being the first aircraft lost by 113 Squadron in WW2 and the first POWs. 

S/Ldr Keily log records: first raid on 11 june 40 to el adem , 3 hours 20 of flight on L 6670; 

 

Graham Warners version of this first raid is vastly different, he reports: Two hours after first light 8 Blenheims of 45 

squadron from Fuka made a low level attack on the Italian airbase at El Adem, following which 55 and 113 

Squadron were moved up from Ismalia to Fuka and 18 of their Blenheims made a further attack in the afternoon. 

Two hangars were hit along with 20 enemy aircraft. Three of the eight Blenheims were lost and two damaged from 

the first raid with two more damaged in the second raid. NOTE: If all three aircraft were lost on the first raid then 

since one of these was a 113 aircraft, 45 sqdrn could not have been alone on the first raid. Also it is known that the 

squadron was at Ma'aten Bagush and not Ismalia. 

 

Ma`aten Bagush     June 12, 1940   Sgt Shelton diary 

Sgt Shelton states: "Today we bombed Tobruk, an important port for the Italians.  One battleship transport was hit 

and also the jettys were badly damaged.  From report by the aircrew we learned that anti-aircraft fire was pretty 

hot. L.A.C. Jobson of "A" Flight got our first  ?? Fiat.  All aircraft returned although some were badly damaged.  A 

machine carried out a recco' in the afternoon and reported that the transport was still burning". 

NOTE: (Per Graham Warner) Originally 29 Blenheims of 113, 45, 55 and 211 squadrons were to attack Tobruck but 

in a calamity of bad luck and bungling that included accidents, engine failures, running into each other and getting 

lost, only the nine Blenheims of the 113 actually found and bombed the harbour. 

 

NOTE: The ship that was hit was the San Giorgio which became beached in the harbour and was subsequently used 

by the Italians as a stationary flack ship.  The 113 would be back to finish off this ship in the years to come. LAC Sgt 

J Jobson was part of Sqd/Ldr Keily's crew and was killied in a raid on Tmimi 18 Sept, 1940. 

 

Ma`aten Bagush     June 13, 1940   Sgt Shelton diary 

Spent today cleaning and repairing machines  We are told that there will be no more bombing for a while as Egypt 

has not declared war on Italy and we are fighting on neutral country.  We also have orders to conserve our 

machines as there will be no spares available from England. 

NOTE: Both statements were true but the real concern was  the second part of Bernards statement as Longmore was 

concerned that Collishaw was wasting scarce resources. 

 

Ma`aten Bagush    June 16, 1940     Sgt Shelton diary 

Sgt Shelton states in his diary "Raid this morning on El Adem.  Reports on this raid are very conflicting.  Some say 

that the raid was a success - others a washout.  "A" Flight was badly shot up, but all the machines returned safely. 

 Mersa Matruh was heavily bombed again (by Italians).  A couple of soldiers were killed."    

 

NOTE: This raid was supposed to consist of 9 aircraft of 113 and 55 but three of 55 sqdrn aircraft did not reach 

target. The rest suffered heavy attack by Italian fighters over the target. Later this night (per Graham Warner) the 

113 made single surprise attacks on the hangars and aircraft at El Adem by shutting down their engines over the sea 

and gliding in. 

 

The Italian version of the raid is as follows: Nine aircraft from 113 and 55 Squadrons were briefed to attack the 

airfields of El Adem and El Gubbi at dawn on 16 June. Three Blenheims of 55 Sqd failed to reach the target due to 

engine problems. The remainder were heavily engaged by Italian fighters (twenty-four reported up), which spoiled 

their aim, and although bombs were seen to fall among the parked aircraft, damage was estimated as slight. All 

bombers returned to base. Italian records shows two raids on El Adem, the one noted above and a second raid flown 

in the evening by 113 Squadron. (see Warner note above). Results were four Savoia SM.81s of 14o Stormo BT 

destroyed on ground, one dead and twelve wounded, It is unknown if the losses of (T3 El Adem) were suffered during 

the morning or the evening raid. The raid on (T2 El Gubbi) records four planes (probably fighters) slightly damaged 

and the wounding of Tenente Vincenzo Vanni of the 84a Squadriglia. During the attack on T2 El Gubi four pilots of 

91a Squadriglia were scrambled immediately and intercepted three of the Blenheims and claimed two of them shot 

down as shared. The 84a Squadriglia went to T3 El Adem on alarm duty and met six bombers coming back from that 

airfield. Maresciallo Mario Bandini claimed one of them and was awarded a Medaglia d’argento al Valor Militare 

for bravery for this action. (Note that all of these claims are not correct, all British aircraft returned to base, many 

were very shot up and may have seemed that they would not make it back to base.)   
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SOURCE:http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/italy_scaglioni.htm 

 

Ma`aten Bagush - * LG15 *   June 16, 1940     ORBS, G.Warner, In-Net,    

P/O Eric Roberts flying T2052 MkIV crashed and burnt in night landing at LG15 on transit flight, Roberts the solo 

pilot was killed. (This story is covered in Corp Says Memoirs) 

 

Ma`aten Bagush  NOTE: 216 Squadron appears to have been operating along side 113 squadron throughout June, 

possibly much longer. Sgt Shelton of 113 B Flight, in his diary makes two references to the 216 sqdn in a context 

and tone that suggests the two squadrons were very close. 

 

Ma`aten Bagush    June 20, 1940     Sgt Shelton diary 

Sgt Shelton states in his diary: "The khamseen has died down eventually leaving a fine powdered dust on everything. 

 A 216 machine took off on a raid over El Addam (El Adem) with 250lb bombs.  They also machine-gunned the 

ground staffs.  Italian aircraft dropped leaflets on Mersa Matruh.  Although this 'drome has been bombed several 

times, from all accounts, there has been very little damage done. L8522 on a "shufti" job. Returned safely and 

reported they had seen an army encampment." 

NOTE: L8522 was lost on a raid only 9 days later. Also apparently on this same reconnaissance flight, according to 

Graham Warner, 113 also saw and photographed ships in Bardia harbour which 55 sqdn bombed on the 21st. 

 

Ma`aten Bagush    June 21, 1940     Sgt Shelton diary 

Sgt Shelton states in his diary:  "Eleven of our Blenheims went to raid the army camp - 20lbs HE Bombs". (This was 

the camp spotted the day before)  "According to accounts the raid was a washout. The aircraft returned 

safely". Graham Warner states these troops were located at Bir el Gubbi. NOTE: Sgt Sheltons diary inexplicably 

ends on the 27th June, most of the latter part of June 113 was grounded by frequent sandstorms according to the 

diary. To see the full diary for June click here WAR DIARY FOR Sgt BERNARD SHELTON 

 

Ma`aten Bagush    June 29, 1940 

Sad day for the squadron, three Blenheims L8436 MkIV, L8447 Mk1, L8522 Mk1 are lost along with all their entire 

crews on a bombing run over El Gubbi. L8436 hit by flack and ditched, crew rescued and became POWs.  The other 

two were attacked by Italian fighters and shot down. 

NOTE: It is believed that these 3 aircraft were B Flight however this is apparently not the missing B Flight as B 

flight shows up again in various logs up to at least September 1941  . 

 

Ma`aten Bagush    July 28, 1940                    Alain Charpentier (Keily log book) 

28/07/1940 S/L Keily carried out a special reconnaissance over Libya. The reconnaissance had to be carried out at a 

low altitude owing to clouds .He was attacked by five enemy aircraft but, displaying great skill , he destroyed one of 

them . During the engagement the air observer was hit by a bullet and with the body leaning against him ,S/L Keily 

continued with the reconnaissance, returning with information of great value. Keily was awarded the DFC for this 

operation on 20/10/1940. There is no Thompson recorded as killed with the 113 in Middle East this date. S/Ldr 

Keily's log reads  "28 july  blenheim L8443,  pilot self,  P/O John S Cleaver,  Sgt Thompson  Recco escorted by 1 

blen. fighter.  2H45 " 

 

The Italians however recorded what seems to be a much different version; 

On 28 July Tenente Franco Lucchini and Sergente Giovanni  Ceoletta of the 90a Squadriglia and Scaglioni of the 

84a Squadriglia took off from El Adem following an air alarm and intercepted three Blenheims. One bomber was 

shot down, another so heavily damaged that the Italian pilots claimed it would not made it back while the third 

escaped. While landing back at base Scaglioni’s aircraft, damaged in the engine and with a wheel pierced by the 

return fire of the Blenheims, flipped over and was written off. The two victories were shared among the three pilots. 

They had intercepted two Blenheim Mk.IFs of 30 Squadron, which escorted a Blenheim MK.IV of 113 Squadron on a 

reconnaissance mission over El Adem. One of the 30 Squadron Blenheims (K7178) was shot down, killing the crew 

(pilot 21-year-old Flight Lieutenant Ian Cheesman Swann (RAF no. 39950), observer 32-year-old Pilot Officer 

Herbert Paul Greenwood Fisher (RAF no. 78443) and wireless operator/air gunner 23-year-old Sergeant John 

Young (RAF no. 523927)). The Blenheim from 113 Sqn returned to base badly damaged reportedly (incorrectly) by 

anti-aircraft fire. The surviving British crews reported that they were attacked by five Italian fighters. 

SOURCE: http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/italy_scaglioni.htm 

 

A possible explanation for the two different accounts is that Keily only recorded in his log the escort provided by 

113 Squadron (ie: Blenheim fighter  2H45) and did not record the 30 Sqd escort. His claim to have shot down an 

attacking aircraft may have been, for the same reason that the Italians recorded a kill they did not make, they 

assumed the aircraft could not make it back. Note that Scaglioni’s aircraft "was" written off, but it is a stretch to 

consider this a kill for Keily.   

 

http://113squadron.com/id28_war_diary_of_b_j_shelton_.htm
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LG-14 Siwa Oasis      Aug 15, 1940        P/O Michael Shekleton 

A new order today says we are to disperse to satellites each morning. Each flight is to do this for two weeks and 

is to be at ‘stand-by’ while at the satellite, ready to take off - bomb loads 20s and 40s. Who can have dreamt this up? 

And for why? Bob has smartly chosen sat. 14 which is within walking distance of Siwa Oasis. What’s special 

about Siwa, I asked him. “Best dates in the  world,” he said. 

 

Ma'aten Bagush    Sep 4, 1940 

Pilot P/O John Harry Reynolds is shot in the head while en route to Ops in Libya. His crew at the time was LAC 

Hank Hankinson acting A/G and LAC Ian Blair acting Obs. LAC Blair, a non-pilot, flew the Blenheim back and 

landed it. Corp Norman Say covers this story in his memoirs as does Michael Shekleton. 

 

Ma`aten Bagush     Sep 17, 1940 

8 aircraft on Ops, target unknown. 

 

Ma`aten Bagush     Sept 17, 1940 (approx)         Sgt Shelton 

A batch of new WOp/Ag arrive on the squadron, among these is Ben Abbey. 

 

Ma`aten Bagush     Sept 18, 1940                          F/O Woodward,  Graham Warner 

Defended raid, C/O S/Ldr Keily DFC shot down and crew killed, P/O John S Cleaver and Sgt. J. Jobson W/Op. 

Keily survived and became POW. At less than 19 months, It would turn out by wars end that Keily survived the 

longest of any 113 C/O       

 

Ma`aten Bagush     Sept 00, 1940 

S/Ldr Bateson assigned new C/O, continual Ops being carried out, 113 now mostly equipped with Blenheim Mk IV's 

 

WATERLOO (Bir Zimla is satellite)    Sept 28, 1940        P/O Michael Shekleton 

Squadron moves to Waterloo (Away from Group HQ) to landing ground 9 miles from Maaten Bagush which was 

just being cleared. This area was rocky with must less dust 

 

Waterloo (Bir Zimla is satellite)            Sept 30, 1940 

Extract from P/O Shekletons diary: Bob thought that night landings at Waterloo on our return would be too risky for 

some of our new crews. "A Flight" was duty flight and in the morning I was at the satellite swinging our compasses. 

I got back at lunchtime to hear the op. was off . Our a/c had been brought to Bir Zimla where the strip is so wide we 

can do squadron take-offs. (Compared with flight take-offs the advantage is that you do not have to wait for the dust 

to settle between each, which makes getting into formation that much easier.) 

 

Ma'aten Bagush      December 9, 1940     SOURCE: Flypast Magazine 

Sgt Joseph Crawford,  648647 Missing FTR 09/12/1940. NO LOSSES LISTED THIS DATE ????   

Italians begin their advance, crossing the border from Libya into Egypt. 

 

Sidi Barrani                Dec 00, 1940                        Sgt Norman Lamb 

Sgt Norman Lamb states that during / after the troop advance on Sidi Barrani in December, they had a Christmas 

dinner of bully beef and biscuits following which they were recalled to Heliopolis for re-equipment with Blenheim 

Mk IV's. 

 

RECORDS LOST All squadron records lost again from Dec 1940 to May 1941 

 

Sidi Barrani             Jan 00, 1941 

Status unknown, The Squadron (At least C Flight) was using the landing ground at Sidi Barrani as a refuelling stop 

for a time. See Sgt Lister Walker log.      

 

UNKNOWN               Jan 20/21 1941 (20/01/1941)             

On the night of night of the 20th/21st January, Wellingtons and Blenheims dropped 20 tons of bombs, inflicting 

heavy damage on the defences and other military objectives at Tobruk, including the A.A. guard-ship, " San Georgio 

". The assault on Tobruk was launched at dawn on 21st January and, simultaneously, Blenheims of Nos. 45, 55 and 

113. Squadrons, operating in direct support of our troops, attacked enemy positions within the Tobruk defences, 

maintaining their attacks throughout the day, and making a total of 87 sorties. 

 

A telegram from HQ to President Rosevelt dated January 26 1941 stated: Libya.  On January 24th three enemy 

landing grounds in Bengazi area were attacked at one of which two grounded aircraft were damaged. FDR 

LIBRARY Also: Libya. January 8 1941. 8 Blenheims and several Hurricanes attacked a transport  convoy near 

Giarabub and caused considerable damage. Armoured  car patrols are expected to have captured the remainder of 
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the  convoy. Hurricanes also machine-gunned landing grounds where two Italian bombers were destroyed and 

eleven others damaged. Tubruk was attacked by Blenheims. Details not yet available.  FDR LIBRARY 

 

Unknown                  Feb 00, 1941 

S/Ldr Spencer takes command of the Squadron. Awarded DFC in July for an operation in June, Apparently became 

Wing Commander prior to being killed in August     

 

No 202 Group in Egypt reformed under Air Commodore T W Elmhurst to co-ordinate the air defence of Egypt, and 

to co operate with HQ BTE. The decision was taken to divide the delta in two and form two separate wings each with 

its own filter room. No 250 Wing formed at Ismailia to control the sectors at Port Said and Fayid and provide 

defence of the Suez Canal Zone and Eastern Delta area. No 252 Wing was then made responsible for the control of 

the sectors at Amriya and Heliopolis, and the defence of Alexandria, Cairo and the Western Desert area 

 

Delta Area??        February 00, 1941 (middle)          AOC Longmore Files 

Following the capture of Benghazi by Wavell’s troops the redistribution of forces  of HQ No 202 Group took place. 

45 and 113 and 274 Squadrons were withdrawn from Cyrenaica to the Delta area in the middle of February. 

 

February 25 1941 HQ RAF Cyrenaica was formed at Barce under command of Group Captain L O Brown to take 

charge of the squadrons remaining in Cyrenaica 

 

Gambut 

Status unknown, Gambut was just inside the Libyan border 

 

Kabrit Egypt              March 00, 1941          Hist of RAF 

All aircraft of B flight fail to return. B designation never used by squadron again.      

THIS IS LIKELY WRONG, NO PROOF FOUND YET. The Squadron was not operational from Kabrit. B Flight 

was likely lost June 29, 1940 (see above)   

 

 


